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Felix B. Mueller – Reaching goals through behaviour.  

I have discovered that I reach goals quicker and with less effort if I am conscious why I want to reach them, 

choose the path that leverages my strengths and passions and translate this into goal-oriented behaviour. Now, I 

share this experience by supporting people as educator, coach and leader in developing increased self-awareness 

so that they can define their individual way of reaching goals, circumvent challenges – instead of fighting them – 

and invite others to support them on their journey. 

 

 

Educator 

Increased self-awareness allows humans – through understanding their behaviours – to move from re-action to 

deliberate action: they can choose the options that maximize their skills and passions and lead to fulfilled and 

relaxed lives. To this end, I design, direct and deliver behaviour- and self-awareness-focused interventions 

ranging from short stimulating 90-minute sessions, focused workshop days for leveraging the emotional potential 

in change programmes to half-year development programmes and programmes at Henley Business School. In 

doing so, I use latest thinking in psychology, biology and neurosciences, initially gained in my studies for the MSc 

in Coaching and Behavioural Change at Henley Business School UK. 

Coach 

Taking time to step out of the hustle and bustle of today’s life to reflect on my situation and options has been 

very helpful for me in gaining clarity, orientation and relaxation. That’s why I want to offer such opportunities and 

experiences to others. For more than eight years, I have been coaching executives and knowledge workers in 

middle to high positions (up to C-level) in German, English and French on leadership and career development 

using face-to face, phone and Skype formats. In doing so, I use a combination of client-centred, cognitive 

behavioural, Gestalt and psychodynamic approaches as well as current thinking in neurosciences, gained in three-

year MSc in Coaching and Behavioural Change at Henley Business School UK. 

Leader 

I believe that I can better support leaders in seizing the opportunities and mastering the challenges of the 21st 

century if I myself am leading in this environment. As Managing Director, I am leading the expansion strategy of 

Henley Business School Germany in Munich to develop the post-Brexit campus for the global Henley Business 

School network, working with internal and external experts in co-creative environments. In doing so, I combine 

the knowledge from my business studies at the University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, and the Fuqua School of 

Business at Duke University, USA (MBA) with my over twenty years of experience in international leadership 

positions. 
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Some of my contributions 

 Book chapters and papers 

 “Reflective Leadership – Successfully Leading Your Team in a Complex World”, Book Chapter 

in: Kruckeberg, Amann (Ed.), Advanced Leadership Insights, Information Age Publishing, 2017, 

– LINK 

 

 “From ‘action = reaction’ to ‘action = deliberate decision’ – How understanding what is 

happening within us reduces arousal and increases choice”; Framework Paper, 3 September 

2016 – LINK  

 

 Articles & speeches 

 “Reflection trumps uncertainty – Worried about the consequences of Brexit and Trump? 

Reflection helps us stay positive and effective in uncertain times”, IEDP, 31 January 2017 – 

LINK 

 

 “Future Impact Article: The human side of digitalisation: the effects on customer service result 

in a shift from transaction to interaction and learning”, ERA – The Electronic Retailing 

Association Europe, Spring 2018 – LINK 

 

 „Felix Müller @12min.me - Was Bierdeckel mit Leistungsfähigkeit zu tun haben“ (What links 

beer mats with performance), 12min.me Munich, 22 March 2017 – LINK 

 

 Programme designs and deliveries 

 “Taking people on the digitalisation journey with commitment“ – 90-minute workshop as part of 

the “Assuring digitalisation success through your people” approach – LINK 

 

 “Establishing trustful relationships in times of digitalisation“ – 90-minute workshop as part of 

the “Assuring digitalisation success through your people” approach – LINK 

 

 “Advancing Myself” – four-day development programme over six months to discover want one 

really wants and how to communicate it to others – LINK 

 

 “Discovering Myself” – four-day development programme over six months as part of Stage One 

of the Henley Executive MBA ‘for a new generation of leadership’ in Munich to create the self-

awareness as foundation for the co-creative Leadership Space in Stages Two and Three in 

which the participants rapid prototype behaviour in critical leadership incidents  

– LINK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.reflective-discovery.com/downloads/
https://www.reflective-discovery.com/downloads/
https://www.iedp.com/articles/reflection-trumps-uncertainty/
https://era-europe.eu/entries/1050-future-impact-article-the-human-side-of-digitalisation-the-effects-on-customer-service-result-in-a-shift-from-transaction-to-interaction-and-learning
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sVf05Ue-MU
https://www.henleybusinessschool.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/20180405-Flyer-Success-of-Digitalisation.pdf
https://www.henleybusinessschool.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/20180405-Flyer-Success-of-Digitalisation.pdf
https://www.henleybusinessschool.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/20180405-Flyer-Advancing-myself.pdf
https://www.henleybusinessschool.de/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/20180228-Henley-EMBA-for-Leaders.pdf

